Increased dose-rate effect in V79-multicellular aggregates (spheroids). Relation to initial DNA lesions and repair.
Survival of exponentially growing V79 monolayer cells was measured after irradiation at low dose-rate (up to 1.1 Gy/h) and at high dose-rate (2.5 Gy/min) and compared to corresponding survival data of V79 spheroid cells. The so-called contact effect, the increased radioresistance of cells irradiated in spheroids, was expressed to a greater extent with low dose-rate exposure. Lesion fixation by hypertonic treatment was more pronounced in spheroid versus monolayer cells and abolished the contact effect. The reduced radiosensitivity of V79 spheroid cells could not be related to a reduced number of initial DNA lesions or a higher capacity to rejoin DNA breaks (measured by neutral elution). These findings suggest that the ratio of lesion repair to fixation/misrepair may differ between cells from spheroids and monolayer culture thus influencing the response of cells to dose-rate changes differentially.